Individual differences in adaptive norm-based coding and holistic coding are associated yet each contributes uniquely to unfamiliar face recognition ability.
We can discriminate and recognize many faces, despite their visual similarity. Individual differences in this ability have been linked to 2 face coding mechanisms: adaptive norm-based coding of identity and holistic coding. However, it is not yet known whether these mechanisms are distinct. Nor is it known whether they make unique contributions to face recognition ability because no studies have measured the operation of both these mechanisms in the same individuals. We measured individual differences in both the strength of adaptive norm-based coding (with a face identity aftereffect task) and holistic coding (with a composite face task). For the first time, we show that these 2 mechanisms are positively and moderately associated and that each makes significant unique contributions to unfamiliar face recognition ability (Cambridge Face Memory Test [CMFT]). Importantly, these relationships were face-specific. We also show that the combined contribution of these mechanisms to face recognition performance is significantly larger than the contribution of nonface recognition memory, consistent with the view that face recognition relies on the operation of face-sensitive mechanisms. Overall, our results raise intriguing questions regarding what these mechanisms may have in common, and what other mechanisms support face recognition performance. (PsycINFO Database Record